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Back To My Roots by chef Krystina Kalapothakos, of Kouzounas Kitchen, takes us back to the
days of robust village life as we explore traditional Greek recipes with Krystina’s own
twist.Inspired by her grandparents’ village in Mani, Greece, and with the help of popular Greek
food bloggers, this book is full of delicious Greek food recipes—such as Spanakopita (Greek
Spinach Pie), Karidopita (Greek Walnut Cake), and Keftedes (Greek Meatballs)—plus Greek
beverages, spices and teas.Back To My Roots is not only packed full with mouth-watering
recipes, but Krystina also shares her personal story, kitchen tips and tricks, bits and pieces of
the history of olive oil and its benefits, and much, much more!Take the journey with chef Krystina
as she goes back to her roots and shares the tradition, the love, and most of all, the authentic
food of her Greek heritage.
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GreeceFeatured Far Left- Yiayia, Father, Me, and Papou“Back to My Roots” is inspired by my
grandparents’ village in Mani, Greece. It was my wish to share recipes from the area, by
recreating them with my own twist.Growing up in a Greek family, I learned how to cook at a
young age. I was fascinated by phyllo dough and by the process of making spanakopita (Greek
spinach pie).My father is a landscaper and he is extremely passionate with his garden. At age
seven, I would watch him tend to and enjoy his amazing garden. We have been lavender farmers
for well over 15 years in Northern California. I never appreciated lavender in my teenage years,
but after hearing my parents rant and rave about its benefits, I began to recognize its worth. I
watched my mother make various recipes with lavender, and I began experimenting myself with
assorted gourmet lavender recipes. In 2007 I attended Le Cordon Bleu, and graduated in 2008. I
discovered a new found enthusiasm for lavender crème brûlée. The devotion to my pastry chef
days inspired me to open up my own catering business; “Kouzounas Kitchen.”“Back to My
Roots” is about going back to the days of robust village life and exploring the traditional Greek
recipes of my grandparents. Greece offers a wide variety of healthy, delicious recipes that you
can’t often find these days. The Mediterranean diet has grown very popular in the past few
years, and I am now here to share with you some of my family recipes that I find you will
love.DedicationKouzounas Kitchen is dedicated to my yiayia, Stavroula Kouzouna
Kalapothakou. My parents tell me I resemble my yiayia not only in her looks, but in her love of
cooking as well. I started blogging back in April of 2012, and had had the opportunity to interact
with some fabulous food bloggers from all over the globe! Today I share recipes from around the
world in my food group called Foodify, as well as on my food blog called Kouzounas Kitchen. I
hope you enjoy this book as much as I did creating it.~I dedicate this book to my family,
especially to my yiayia whom I love and miss dearly. ~I would like to thank the following people
for their time, wonderful support, and dedication to this book, but most importantly for their huge
hearts and determination in helping me make Kouzounas Kitchen Cookbook a success.Angela
Santarelli, Athina Pantazatou of “Kicking Back the Pebbles”, Chef Danny, Chef Stephanie, Chef



Tony, Christine Tsalavoutas of “Christine It”, Despina Kreatsoulas of “Politismos”, Diana Juarez
of “LD Juarez”, Dianne Hinaris of “The Olive Table”, Effie Speyer of “Cheffie’s Kitchen”, Ekaterina
Botziou of “The Greek Wives Club”, Elaine Boddy of “Foodbod”, Eleni Anagnostopoulou of “My
Easy Gourmet”, Friends Of The Earth Lavender, Gina Zarcadoolas of “Foodie WineLover”,
Giorgos Milonas of “Jnk Artworks”, Jeannette R., Katina Vaselopoulos of “Journeys with Katina”,
Kelly K., Larry L., Leilani D., Nestor Zaharopoulos of Nestor Z Photography, Panayiotis Galanis
of “CyTasty”, Paula F., Stephanie B., Stephen Liddell, Terrald Bright, the brands Nescafe and
Athens Phyllo, the Kalapothakos family, my nephew Kase, the Kouzounas family, the Manansala
family, the Zaharopoulos family, Foodify, and Kouzounas Kitchen fans. Of course a huge thank
you goes out to those who featured their recipes in this book.The places listed below are also
very dear to me and an integral part of my inspiration:ManiAthensParasyrosKotronasSkiathosLef
kadaSacramentoContentsIntroductionDedicationHistory of Olive OilAncient Greece: Food &
WineBaby Olive TreeThe Health Benefits of Olive OilKitchen Tips & TricksThe Olive TableYiayia
Watching Over MeMuseum of Greek HistoryLet's Learn Some GreekLet's Learn Some Greek:
The BasicsMy Greek Story: The Language BarrierThe Greek BeerYiaya's Love for
CookingAppetizersGreek Spinach Pie [Spanakopita]Kalamata Olive TapenadeMini Phyllo
Cheese BitesSpinach & Feta CrepesSweet RollsTomato & Egg Scramble
[Strapatsada]BeveragesFrappe CoffeeCappuccino FreddoGreek CoffeeOuzo Lemonade
MartiniSummer LemonadeLove For FruitDessertsGreek Christmas Cookies
[Kourambiedes]Greek Doughnuts [Loukoumades]Greek Walnut Cake [Karidopita]Healthy Greek
Lemon MousseHoney Dipped Cinnamon Cookies (Thea Maria's Melomakarona)Rice Pudding
[Rizogalo]Fish & SeafoodBaked Shrimp & FetaBaked European AnchoviesShrimp
SaganakiFish & SeafoodBBQ Greek ChickenGreek Meatballs [Keftedes]Eggplant Casserole
[Moussaka]Greek Meatballs in Tomato Sauce [Soutzoukakia Smyrneika]Stewed Chicken over
PastaSaladsCabbage & Carrot Salad [Lahanosalata]Greek Summer Salad [Horiatiki
Salata]Watermelon Feta SaladSoupsChicken Lemon Soup [Avgolemono]Trahanas
SoupYouvarlakia with Turkey MeatSpices & TeasDill OilGreek Seasoning MixMountain Tea [Chai
Tou Vounou]Vanilla ChaiLove for Teas & SpicesVegetablesArtichokes with Lemon Sauce
[Aginares ala Polita]Greek Baked Vegetables [Briam]Greek Mashed Potatoes
[Skordalia]Spanish & Rice [Spanakorizo]Don't Forget to Smile!Ancient Greece: Food & WineWe
have to pay homage to the ancient Greeks for many wonderful reasons, but one is for food and
wine alone!The ancient Greeks consumed bread and wine with many of their courses. Breakfast
consisted of bread dipped in wine, while lunch consisted of bread, wine, cheese, figs, and olives.
(You see why we love our bread, right?!) For dinner, they consumed many vegetables, fish, fruit,
and possibly cakes made of honey. Sugar did not exist at the time, so the Greeks would use
honey as their main sweetener. They also consumed many fish, as their main source of protein.
Beef was rarely consumed as it was very expensive and only on certain occasions did the
ancient Greeks eat beef and pork!In these ancient times, Greek people had the bare minimum of
cooking utensils. Most of the utensils were made out of unglazed or partly glazed clay. Spoons



and knives were common, but forks were not even heard of. Greeks would use bread to scoop
up many of their foods, or to dip in sauces. After they ate, they would clean their hands with
bread.Wine was the main drink, along with water of course. Wine was very popular and Greece
is one of the oldest wine producing countries in the world (going as far back as 6500 years). Not
only did Greeks produce wine, they also expanded their vineyards throughout Europe in France,
Italy, Austria and many other countries. Most of the wine that was being produced was sweet
and aromatic and came in variety of colors (black, red, white).Wine was also being used to kill
bacteria from stagnant drinking water that usually came from nearby streams and rivers.
Theophrastus [Theo-frass-tus] was a scholar of the Aristotelian school, fascinated with wine and
winemaking! He was one of the first to make observations on how to grow the vines and on what
kind of soil should be used in order to produce high quality wine, leaving a detailed record of
influences and innovations in viticulture. “Food without wine is a corpse; wine without food is a
ghost; united and well matched they are as body and soul, living partners.” – Andre Simon
(1877-1970)Baby Olive TreeBack in 3500 B.C., in the early Minoan stages in Crete – Greece,
olive trees were cultivated for the first time worldwide! By 2000 B.C. olive trees were playing an
important role on the island’s economy. The first export of the olive tree soon brought it to
Northern Africa and to the Asia Minor.The olive tree has ever since been a symbol of peace and
wisdom in Greece, and it is the sacred tree of the city of Athens. Winners in the Ancient Olympic
Games were presented with an olive oil wreath made from branches cut from a wild olive
tree.Source: Pomeroy, Sarah B. Ancient Greece. New York: Oxford University Press, 1999The
Health Benefits of Olive Oil“The olive oil tree is surely the richest gift of heaven.”-Thomas
JeffersonTop Health Benefits of Olive Oil• Lowers CholesterolOlive oil increases HDL (High-
Density Lipoprotein) cholesterol in the body. This plays a protective role and helps prevent blood
clotting -the key reason behind heart attacks and strokes.• Reduces High Blood
SugarResearchers believe that the oleic acid in olive oil is easily absorbed in the body, thereby
lowering blood pressure.• Fights DiabetesOlive oil is believed to improve the blood sugar and to
control and enhance insulin sensitivity. Additionally, the monounsaturated fats in olive oil help
keep triglyceride levels in check.This “miracle” ingredient can be used in many ways to reap lots
of its benefits as it:• Improves brain function• Fights inflammation• Aids weight loss•
Rejuvenates the skin• Improves hair health“If my cuisine were to be defined by just one taste, it
would be that of subtle, aromatic, extra-virgin olive oil.”- Alain DucasseKitchen Tips & TricksAs
much as I loved to travel, it had always been hard for me to cook outside my kitchen since I was
only familiar to the standard US measurements. I especially appreciated travelling to Greece
because I had to learn the metric system. I slowly began to learn how to convert from US
measurements to Metric. I hope this excerpt of oven-degree conversions helps those of you who
might be in my shoes one day, and will need to convert temperatures.Oven Temperatures –
Fahrenheit to CelsiusU.S. to Metric Conversions225 °F 110 °C250 °F 130 °C275 °F 140
°C300 °F 150 °C325 °F 170 °C350 °F 180 °C375 °F 190 °C400 °F 200 °C425 °F 220
°C450 °F 230 °C475 °F 240 °C500 °F 250 °CKouzounas Kitchen Pantry IngredientsMost of



the ingredients I use, in each of my recipes, are readily available at super markets and grocery
stores. However, some ingredients or cooking terms might be unclear to “beginners,” so I
created the list below to assist you further.Greek Extra Virgin Olive Oil: The best olive oil to cook
with. Cold pressed without any chemicals added to the process.Honey: Clove or thyme
honeyPhyllo Dough: Very thin dough, used to make savory and sweet pies.Feta Cheese: This is
the most common cheese used in Greek cuisine. It is made with sheep’s milk, or with a mixture
of sheep (≥70%) and (≥30%) goat milk. Feta means “slice”. My favorite cheese by far!Ouzo: My
favorite Greek liquor. Ouzo has a very distinct anise aroma. Ouzo is traditionally mixed with
water, to create a cloud like effect and it is usually served on ice.Trahanas: Course ground Greek
pasta made from semolina grain. You can find this product at any Greek market in your
city.Semolina: Wheat used in making pasta, cereal, puddings, and desserts. You can find
semolina at local international markets.Things experience has taught me (multiple
times!):Always make sure you read your recipe first to ensure that you have all the ingredients in
the kitchen.If you want to improvise on an ingredient, make sure you do your research first and
see if you can use a replacement.If you are unsure of a spice in your recipe, research the spice
and understand what kind of flavors it gives off.Use a microplane grater to shave vegetables and
fruit into salads for added flavor (my favorites are ginger and orange).When baking cakes avoid
opening the oven door, as the cold air will interfere with the rising of the cake.While making
cookies, remove butter and cream cheese from the refrigerator to soften, prior to
baking.Marinate foods in the refrigerator, not at room temperature.
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C. Lampos, “Irish cooking Greek. My father in law made many of the recipes in this book. When I
begged for directions, he just said a pinch of this, and a pinch of that. The recipes in this book
are exactly what he made, but now I have the right proportions. Enjoyed reading about Greece,
the value of olive oil and other tidbits of historical nature. A very heart warming book with
delicious food.  I'm Irish, but delighted to cook from this book.”

Athina, “Easy, authentic Mediterranean recipes that you'll keep reaching for again & again!.
Other than a concise, handy cookbook with quick, easy, authentic Mediterranean recipes that
you'll keep reaching for again and again, and yet... again(!), 
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is also the perfect embodiment of what it means to carry a passionate soul: chef Krystina
Kalapothakos is truly committed to culinary arts and devoutly ardent about her Greek heritage. It
only makes sense, that a product of so much love and hard work is nothing less than awesome!”

Dena Romios, “Title reflects the content. As a Greek, I am reluctant to purchase a Greek
cookbook. Recipes have been passed from generation to generation and hardly ever written
down.  This book was very accurate in many ways.  I find it to be a treasure! THANK YOU!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Greek cookbook.. Love this cookbook, simple and easy to follow
recipes and true to the dishes that I grew up eating from my mom! Getting to know about the
authors family also gives “Back To My Roots” a typical welcome into one’s Greek family!”

Darlene M Corsino, “Amazing, healthy and delicious recipes. Amazing,healthy and delicious
recipes!”

Athina, “Easy, authentic Mediterranean recipes that you'll keep reaching for again & again!.
Other than a concise, handy cookbook with quick, easy, authentic Mediterranean recipes that
you'll keep reaching for again and again, and yet... again(!) 
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is also the perfect embodiment of what it means to carry a passionate soul: chef Krystina
Kalapothakos is truly committed to culinary arts and devoutly ardent about her Greek heritage. It
only makes sense, that a product of so much love and hard work is nothing less than awesome!”

Mrs Yvonne Payne, “Excellent introduction to Greek recipes. I own several Greek cookery books
and am delighted to add this one to my shelf in Crete. From simple cabbage salads to more
complex walnut cake each recipe is easy to follow and the photography is exquisite. However,
the thing that sets this book apart is the very personal information the author gives about her life
and heritage. The book was obviously written and compiled as a labour of love.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A wonderful taste of Greece.. Krystina pours herself into her Greek
heritage and shares it with us through cooking and stories. A wonderful cookbook with
traditional Greek recipes that are delicious.”

Scotlanda, “Treasured Family Recipes Simplified for the 21st Century, Highly Recommended..
This recipe book is a keeper!I've been following Krystina Kalapothakos' blog for a few years now,
and tuned in to the Ellen Karis Radio Show that Krystina mentioned on the blog. Krystina talked
about her new book and her recipes passed down to her from her Yiayia Stavroula who was a
wonderful cook from Mani in Greece. All her recipes are wonderful and authentic. Krystina
takes us on a culture trip through Greece and we learn about Greek life, and the value of good
olive oil. am still cooking my way through the recipes, and Back to my Roots has pride of place
on my kitchen cookbook shelf, for easy reference.I found all my favourite Greek dishes - and
more, in this cookbook, fresh salads, traditional pies, and Kourambiedes with a modern surprise
twist.......Buy Back to My Roots, and let Krystina take you on a wonderful culinary adventure
back to her roots.”

Gregory Baser, “Accessible Greek recepies and Greek lifestyle. Well written, easy to use and
understand real Greek recepies but so much more. This book gives you an insight into Greek life



and how food fits into the lifestyle. Best Greek cookbook I have had the pleasure to own. The
food is so damn good. Cannot recommend highly enough.”

Vince Fukes, “At just 87 pages, this is the little book that could. At just 87 pages, this is the little
book that could.Krystina has done an amazing job with her first book. With clear, concise
recipes and beautiful photos throughout, it is an excellent introduction to Greek cuisine.”

The book by Krystina Kalapothakos has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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